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Specification for Soft and Hard Landscape Works-General
Unless where otherwise specified:A. Setting Out
1. Planting shall be set out as shown on the drawing, and measured from existing fixed points. Curved beds shall be set out using radii scribed on the ground using two pointed stakes and a line between. The
junction between convex and concave curves shall be cut to form a smooth and even flowing line. Check that all setting out conforms to the plan before cultivation and planting works are carried out. Failure to do
so may result in rejection of the work by the landscape architect and may require amendment at the contractor's expense.
2. All planting beds shall be a minimum of 1 metre wide, except where there is insufficient space, due to the constraints of walls and path edgings and their foundations. With narrow beds between walls/fences and
path edgings, ensure that the bed has space free from concrete footings before planting. If the bed is sealed with concrete, then the landscape contractor shall contact the site manager or landscape architect to
determine if footings are excessive and can be reduced to allow adequate planting depth / soil volume. The width of all beds will be checked by the inspecting landscape architect and where the width is not as
drawn, the contractor shall re-cultivate them to the specified width at his own expense.
B. Ground Preparation.
1. Pre-planting herbicide application shall be applied by an appropriately trained operative using suitable spraying apparatus using an approved translocated systemic herbicide to manufacturer's instructions and to
comply with 1997 Control of Pesticides Regulations and 2003 COSHH regulations on all beds, except those which are both weed free and are to receive geotextile sheet mulch. Spray immediately if any weeds
are present. If none are showing, but there may be a delay before planting, or the area is to be seeded, spray after one month following cultivation, to allow dormant seed to germinate. All spraying shall be carried
out by skilled and qualified operatives, using protective clothing, in suitable weather (no wind) and any damage caused by spray drift, from incorrect usage or spillage, shall be rectified at the contractor's own cost.
Repeat as necessary to ensure complete kill and rake off all dead material from site.
2. Carry out the following works to the existing topsoil on site to ensure it conforms to BS 3882:2015, being free from rocks larger than 50m diameter, concrete, all roots, wire, brick, and have less than 20% clay.
Allow for pre-application of herbicide as above. For planting beds less than 5 meters in width, fork over thoroughly and/or machine rotovate soil to a depth of 300mm, ensuring that the subgrade and topsoil are
completely broken up and free draining, relieving any compaction. For beds greater than 5 metres in width, break up the subgrade and topsoil using a tractor mounted subsoiler or ripper at 500mm centres to a
depth of 500mm, except where there are services, or within RPA (Root protection Areas of retained trees and hedges, on or off site). Do not rip areas where roots of trees / hedges are encountered.
3. Determine before submitting a tender, the extent of support from the site manager with ground preparation: ensure soil of all planting beds is graded to a level 65mm below adjacent grass or paved surfaces, within
400-600mm of edges to ensure bark or wood chip mulches are retained. Where grass is proposed, then the soil level shall be flush (maximum 10mm below - to allow grass cutting) of adjacent paved surfaces, to
receive rain water run-off. The landscape contractor is responsible for ensuring that the final product conforms to the specification even where the developer and/or main contractor have failed to supply and
spread topsoil to the recessed level. The landscape contractor shall allow for adjustment of levels, as specified above, including for re-grading subsoil and topsoil. Where beds are sloping, ensure that topsoil is
graded to the specified levels below pavement & grass surfaces within 400mm of the edges of the bed. This is to allow for sheet mulch and bark or wood chip mulch so that mulch does not spill out on to
pavements and also to allow surface water to drain from paths on to planted areas.
4. For sloping areas to be turfed adjacent to paved areas, topsoil levels shall be graded flush with the finished pavement level (or up to 10mm below), to allow surface water to drain from pavements to soft areas. Soil
of grass areas should therefore never be proud of paved areas.
5. Imported topsoil (where specified and sanctioned by the employer) for making up ground, shall conform to BS 3882:2015 and be free from potential Toxic Elements (PTE's) and rocks (over 50mm diameter),
concrete, roots, wire and brick. Certification document will be supplied to show the soil is free of contaminants, (PTEs) such as Landscape 20 or similar Such soil shall be cultivated as set out above.
Representative samples shall first be approved by the landscape architect before being supplied to site. No imported soil shall be supplied to site without a written instruction - to ensure no contaminants are
introduced to site.
C. Planting
1. All planting must be carried out in accordance to the specification and schedule of quantities accompanying these drawings. No substitutions will be accepted without the prior agreement of the inspecting
landscape architect. The contractor shall replace at once at his own cost any stock size, species or variety of plant which has not been specified on the planting plan and schedule, unless prior agreement to a
substitution by the landscape architect has been received. All plants shall be true to size specified in the schedule of plants and associated notes. All shrubs otherwise specified for the pot size by the HTA National
Plant Specification and be bushy, healthy, disease free stock, not pot bound, leggy or spindly. This specification is the minimum standard required and any stock falling below this standard, in the sole opinion of
the inspecting landscape architect, shall be lifted and replaced at the contractor's expense.
All shrubs, herbaceous plants, whips and transplants shall be watered in on planting with approximately 20 liters per square metre. Trees shall be watered in with approximately 25 litres per tree position.
Water thereafter during the contract period at weekly intervals with 30 litres of water, subject to weather conditions. Immediately after planting tree and shrubs, turf, seed areas should be saturated to field capacity.
Newly planted areas should be assessed for irrigation requirements, using a simple soil moisture meter. Normally 20L of water twice a week per 800mm diameter rootball would be required
( trees are very reliant on watering in the first 4 -5 months after planting) and will require regular watering for at least 2 seasons after planting. Allow for watering to promote healthy growth throughout the
maintenance period. It is the contractors responsibility to determine watering requirements to ensure planting , turfing and seeding areas thrive during the contract period.
Top dress planting areas with fertiliser, 70g per metre square of Greentech N-MagLite 3-17-10+5%Mg slow release fertilizer, or similar approved, in accordance with the manufacturer's instructions to planting beds.
2. Proposed tree planting shall be in accordance to BS 8545 - 'Trees: from nursery to independence in the landscape - Recommendations all trees to be true to the species, variety and size as specified on the
planting plan, to include adequate support systems as shown in the tree planting diagrams 01, 'NYCC' - ensure correct planting depth and technique is used.
The Planting Pit (References refer to NYCC DIAGRAM)
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In general -The backfill medium used should be as close as possible in texture and structure to the soil excavated from the tree pit. Ideally, the soil dug from the excavated pit should be used as the backfill medium.
If modifications to the soil are necessary, soil ameliorant's may be used sparingly at for example, composted organic matter should be used at a rate of 10% to infill soil volume.
If soil Fertility can be shown to be low then this can be improved by the application of upto 70g per metre square of Greentech N-MagLite 3-17-10+5%Mg slow release fertilizer, or similar approved,
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All backfill applied should, as far as is practicable, replicate the horizons within the original soil profile.
NOTE In urban areas, such horizons might not be visible. Topsoil should not be used below the depth of the original topsoil layer.
Staking:
The staking system - as per diagram or as agreed.
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It might be necessary to orientate the tree for the staking system selected.
All stakes and ties should be checked at least annually to ensure that the root system remains stable and firm in the ground, and that ties are still effective and not causing any damage to the tree.
Any stakes and ties that are found to be not fit for purpose should be adjusted, replaced or removed.
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Mulching - To be composted wood chip mulch as specified Melcourt 'Rustic Biomulch' or similar as agreed - 50mm depth.
A typical minimum mulch circle radii would be 0.3 m for small trees, 1 m for medium trees and 3 m for large trees.
All mulches should be replenished to their original depth, 50 mm , and hand-weeded as necessary and at least once annually. The mulched area should be enlarged, if practicable, as the tree develops to the
canopy drip line, taking
care to avoid a build-up of mulch around the root flare and the base of the stem
Services near trees
Trees planted adjacent to public footpaths/highways or on site shallow services and utilities should have a linear root barrier fitted such as Greenleaf "Reroot" 600 or 1000 or similar approved by engineer, depending
the depth of the adjacent services. Install to manufacturer's recommendations.
D.

Grass Areas
Grass Areas and over-seeded areas or new grass to be treated with suitable herbicide and cultivated, leveled and stones etc removed. Ground to be cultivated to a fine tilth and treated with an application of pre-seeding
fertiliser N:P:K 6:9:6. Areas to be seeded in spring or autumn and a suitable irrigation system made available throughout the establishment period. Refer to landscape management plan for maintenance regimes.
General close cut grass areas: Seed mix to be Germinal (All purpose Landscaping) A19 or similar approved mix of 30% Perennial Ryegrass, 40% Creeping Red Fescue, 25% Chewings Fescue, 5% BrowntopBent,
@50gm/m2. The contractor is to maintain the grass until the end of the Defects Liability Period.
BS Codes
1.

All workmanship and materials shall conform to the following codes:-

·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Noon

General landscape operations (excluding hard surfaces) - BS 4428:1989.
Trees in relation to construction- BS 5837:2012
BS 3998:2010 (recommendations for tree works) unless otherwise specified.
Nursery stock in accordance with latest horticultural trade association NPS specification.
Plants shall conform to:BS3639 - 1 to 10 Nursery Stock.
Turf - BS 3969:1998- Recommendations for turf for general purposes+A1:2013
Seeding - Minimum standard,be free of noxious weeds,achieve 90% germination rate,adequately cool-air dried following harvesting,have fungicide and herbicides applied when necessary.
Topsoil - BS 3882:2015. (Certification to be provided)
Pesticides:Contractor is responsible for selecting and using and must comply with the relevant code of practice, this is a legal requirement for any pesticides, herbicides, fungicides,soil-sterilants, wood
preservatives, poisons used on the site.

Selected Standard

F. General Notes for the Developer.
1.
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Tree Protection

· Any existing trees to be retained, are the responsibility of the main contractor on site who shall take all necessary protective measures set out in BS 5837:2012 to ensure no damage to stems or roots, to
prevent compaction from vehicles or storage of materials, contamination of soil from spillages, scorching from fires and instability or stress from changes of soil level. The landscape contractor is however
responsible for ensuring that neither plant, materials or labour are cause of any damage to existing trees or their RPA, and like the employer, the landscape contractor shall replace at once any tree
damaged on site, supplying and planting a tree of the same species and size, at his own cost. Suitable temporary protective measures shall be chestnut paling fixed firmly to a rigid timber or scaffolding
frame, positioned no closer than the RPA unless authorised by an arboricultralist.
2. Ground Work

· Soil levels for shrub beds and grass areas should have any compacted sub-grade thoroughly broken up by machine before instructing the ground worker to spread topsoil or the landscape contractor
to commence work or the beds will become waterlogged in wet weather and the plants and turf, unless within RPA of retained trees/hedges, these areas works to be undertaken by hand/ low impact
method.

· Top soil spread from on site should be to the following minimum depths:- Shrub beds: 450mm. Grass areas 150mm. allow for excavation of the subgrade for shrub beds to leave beds 65mm below
finished pavement or grass areas in order to receive bark mulch. Tree pits will be dug by the landscape contractor. Top soil shall be spread for grass areas flush with any areas of paving and after
settlement, the soil level should be no greater than 10mm below paved areas to allow for turffing. For areas to be grass seeded, the soil level shall be flush with any finished paved surfaces after
settlement (or to a maximum of 5mm below) to allow for rain water to drain onto soft surfaces. Settlement shall be no greater than the tolerances given or problems will be encountered with mowing (the
blades in danger of touching concrete edgings) or where soil is proud of pavements, then drainage problems will be encountered.

Native hedge

· Existing topsoil and imported soil shall conform to BS 3882:2015, and be free from potentially toxic elements (PTEs ) and compaction, rocks/bricks greater than 50mm diameter, concrete, wire, roots,
debris, oil, cement and builders rubble. Soil shall have a clay content of less than 20%, certificate of conformity to be provided.
3. Hardworks

· Hard works, unless otherwise agreed, shall be carried out by the developer or main contractor. All materials and workmanship shall be in accordance with the construction details and the layout plan.
NOTES
Replacements

Planting 3-5 plants
per Meter. 2-3Litre pots.

The landscape contractor carries a defects liability for 12 months following completion of the planting - The client shall be responsible for an additional 4 years as per planning condition. The contractor shall
be required to replace any plants in the first growing season following planting, which are dead or dying (12 months) Client for 48 months as per planning condition.
All Plants to be native and of local provenance.

MPLEMENTATION TIMETABLE
Soft landscape works to be implemented in the first suitable growing season following completion of the construction works.
· BARE ROOT AND ROOT BALLED PLANTS - November to March
· CONTAINER GROWN PLANTS - as above, or at any time if ground and weather conditions are favourable, and a water supply is available for watering in prolonged periods of warm, dry weather.
· GRASS SEEDING - April to October, if ground and weather conditions are favourable, or a water supply is available for watering, if required.
· TURFING - at any time, but preferably Autumn. A water supply must be available in Spring and Summer.
Biosecurity
Biosecurity is an important consideration, and appropriate measures should be taken to minimize the introduction and spread of harmful organisms.
Biosecurity is an important consideration, and appropriate measures should be taken to minimize the introduction and spread of harmful organisms.
A Biosecurity Policy will be required from the contractor. (Refer to arboricultural association 'Application of Biosecurity in arboriculture- for useful links)
Sourcing of planting stock - Tree planting stock is to be courced from a reputable nursery and must be free of pets and pathogens.
Plants will have been grown or nursed at the supplying nursery for at least ONE FULL growing season prior to sale.
If the reputable nursery is not located in the UK;evidence to prove these requirements have been met and the origin of stock will be available on demand.

Close mown grass

Bulbs randomly planted

Client:
General specification - only.
refer to BS8545 2014 for full details on tree planting.

Align Property Partners Ltd

Rubber tree ties.
Stakes

Prevailing
wind.
Nails
Flexible webbing.25mm below top of stake.
May or may not be above the mesh dependant upon branches.
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Site:

Two (2) Softwood, peeled chestnut,larch or oak, 75mm
stakes. Stake length , allow for 300mm depth into bottom of pit, before planting
and approx 600mm above ground.
Horizontal brazing flexible webbing, fixing nailed to stake within 25mm of top
of stakes over webbing.

DOUBLE STAKING : - Position: Either side of tree position
and perpendicular to wind direction. - Driving: Vertically at
least 300 mm into bottom of pit before planting. Backfilling: Consolidate material around stake.- Firming:
Sufficiently firm to prevent movement of the rootball/
rootstock.Height of stakes: Cut off to approximately 600 mm
above ground level. Horizontal bracing: Flexible webbing .Fixing: Nailed to stake within 25 mm of top of stakes over
webbing.Ties: flexible webbing.Tying: Secure flexible
webbing around tree stem firmly without causing
constriction or chafing.Nails for fixing ties, belts and
webbing: To BS 1202-1, galvanized, minimum 25 mm long
and with 10 mm diameter heads.

The Forest School,
Knaresborough, HG5 0DQ

Do NOT BREAK UP unless ground conditions require.
Separate top soil and subsoil and back fill in correct layers.

TREE MESH PROTECTION:..Type: Square.Material: Green
PVC coated welded wire mesh. (50/50mm ,2.5mm thick) Size:
[0.9 m high x required length, height can be reduced for Fruit
trees / Lower branches].
Attached around stakes and nailed, ensure mesh contacts the
ground.Two timber stakes as per diagram.General: Ensure
that protection methods do not impede natural movement of
trees or restrict growth.

Mulch - 50-100mm At least to crown spread, circular where site allows.
Topsoil layer

Drawing Title:

Subsoil layer
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TREE STAKING - Double stake - webbing and mesh
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